Visitor Comments from the Guest Book

ROBERT TURNER: RARE PLACES

IN A

R A R E L IG H T

San Diego Natural History Museum – 2003
(photocopy documentation available on request)
•

Perhaps the most beautiful single collection of pictures I have ever seen.

•

You have touched the hand of God!

•

A poet’s eye. Incredibly beautiful.

•

Breathtaking.

•

Jaw dropping! If every person had a print at home the earth might be saved.

•

Wow! These are some of the most beautiful pictures I have ever seen.

•

You captured my heart!

•

Simply amazing. Thank you—we felt like we were in the pictures.

•

Humbling, serene!

•

Most outstanding body of work in years.

•

Truly amazing! I felt as if I could step into your pictures. Thank you!

•

Stunned and overwhelmed.

•

This exhibit became a spirit journey. We love the same places.

•

You touched my soul—awe inspiring! Thank you.

•

Awesome—outstanding!!

•

They took my breath away. Beyond words.

•

Simply overwhelming.

•

Only one who has transcended the mind and photographs from the soul can capture such
natural beauty! Thank you.

•

Absolutely beautiful, breathtaking work!

•

Breathtaking. Heaven to stroll through the gallery.

•

What a treasure to discover! Thank you!

•

Inspirational, absolutely beautiful. Could spend days in a museum dedicated to his work!

•

Thank you… I’ve been inspired! It makes me want to go exploring with a camera or just
to simply slow down and look around.

•

Wish I lived closer so I could visit these beautiful images again!

•

Seen with more than the eye.
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•

Remarkable capturing of light.

•

Absolutely incredible visions! You accomplished your goal of both nostalgia and a
yearning to get back out to the open spaces.

•

The pictures touch my heart.

•

This is the fifth time I’ve seen this exhibit and it still amazes me.

•

Thank you for the joyous journey.

•

I am speechless!

•

Musee d’Orsay stand back!

•

This is so gorgeous I can hardly stand it! Want to take it all in.

•

Just breathtaking—thank you!!

•

Thank you so much for your beautiful, beautiful work. Please keep demonstrating the
“geography of hope” for us.

•

So good he makes it look effortless!

•

What a great way to spend my 42nd birthday. Thx!

•

This enhanced our memory of these places.

•

What a lovely gift to share!

•

Amazing, mind-blowing images. Thank you!

•

Absolutely magic.

•

Truly remarkable. A testament to patience.

•

Absolutely wonderful, unique images of nature. Thanks.

•

Transcendentally soothing.

•

Spellbinding.

•

Most incredible photographs I’ve ever seen. Amazing! Freezes nature’s most beautiful
moments.

•

Powerful moments that remind me of the beauty of God’s creation.

•

Truly exceptional.

•

I’m inspired to become a better photographer! Your images are beyond awesome.

•

Uplifting…exhilarating!

•

The light!

•

Masterful photography. Remarkable colors and true to life.
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•

Unbelievably skilled photography.

•

Such detail—fabulously beautiful.

•

Most beautiful pictures we’ve ever seen!

•

Brilliant eye for composition and color.

•

Lovely, calm, inspiring, brilliant

•

They are so real! Beautiful.

•

Simply wonderful. An amazing treat. They took my breath away. Thanks.

•

Not only were the pieces full of color and detail, but the composition was above
amazement. Great job on the setup of the show also.

•

Natural art truly captured.

•

Thank you for reminding people of the wonder of God’s creation!

•

Mr. Turner, it is so wonderful to view the photos you have taken. I congratulate you.
You have achieved your goal of transporting nature to the viewer and viewer to nature.
You have managed to create beautiful art while capturing the beauty of nature, a balance
rarely achieved. I am moved deeply by your work.

